
 

 

 
 

Pacey Cuff™ Ultra 
January 27, 2020 

Product Overview 
We are pleased to inform you that the newest addition to the Pacey Cuff family has 

arrived! The new Pacey Cuff Ultra.  

Pacey Cuff Ultra 
 

The Pacey Cuff Ultra builds on everything 

we’ve learnt from our customers’ experience 

with the Pacey Cuff Turbo. Still using the 

same patented technology, ensuring comfort 

and control without blocking circulation, the 

Pacey Cuff Ultra is the newest addition to our 

family of products. Keeping the best features 

of the Turbo, we have updated the materials 

and reinforced the design to make the Pacey 

Cuff even more durable, comfortable, and 

easy to use. 

 

 



 

COMPARISON CHART 

 Pacey Cuff Turbo Pacey Cuff Ultra 

NEW Compression thumb tab to 
help achieve your best fit 

 ✓ 

Extra durable neoprene padding 
replaces foam  

 ✓ 

Enhanced anti-pinch flap at strap 
guide improves skin protection  

 ✓ 

6-8 Month use  ✓ 

Patented design ensures circulation 
protection ✓ ✓ 

 

Unique anti-pinch designed urethral 
pressure pad ✓ ✓ 

Comfortable, closed cell padding  ✓ ✓ 

Power Sleeve protective barrier 
included with each Cuff for added 
comfort and control 

✓ ✓ 

4-6 Month use ✓ ✓+ 

 

The Pacey Cuff Ultra will be launched at USD $99.99 (shown as marked down 

from $120) and CAN $119.99 (shown as marked down from $139.99). The Turbo 

will maintain the list price of USD $110 marked down to $89.99 and CAD $129 

marked down to $109.99.  

 



 

Pacey Cuff™ Power Sleeve 
 

The Pacey Cuff™ Power Sleeve is a 

new, protective sleeve designed 

to complement the Pacey Cuff 

Turbo and Pacey Cuff Ultra. 

Designed, developed and 

manufactured in Vancouver, BC 

Canada along with the Pacey Cuff 

Turbo/Ultra and Pacey Cuff Guard. 

For use with the Pacey Cuff Turbo 

and the Pacey Cuff Ultra, to 

reduce any incidence of pinching 

and increase overall comfort. 

The Power Sleeve is reusable and washable (rinse with warm water and soap 

free of any perfumes, deodorants, preservatives, detergents or coloring). The 

Power Sleeve does not need to be removed by the user when voiding.  

Pacey Cuff Ultra - MUCD-U 

One Power Sleeve will be included with each Cuff as shown above, and we will be 

selling separate Power Sleeves in packs of 3 (3 of the same size). Current end-user 

price for the pack of 3 is CAN $39.99 or USD $29.99.  

Note: Distributor pricing to be sent separately. 


